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E-MEETING POINT - VILNIUS 2021
April 14 - 16

10:00 - 12:30 OPENING & COMING SOON PITCHING 
Take 1 | Fiction Projects

13:00 - 14:30 INDUSTRY SCREENING*
MIRROR, directed by Siddhant Sarin | 73’ (doc)

13:00-13:30 TALENTS NEST SESSION 
Warm-up & participants’ introduction**

13:30-14:00 TALENTS NEST SESSION**
A Short Journey into the World of Co-Production Markets
Speaker: Alessandro Gropplero (WEMW)

15:00 - 16:30 INDUSTRY SCREENING*
BACK FROM NEW YORK, directed by Ramune Rakauskaite | 62’ (doc)

15:30 - 16:00 A CHAT ON THE SOFA
Nikolaj Nikitin and the School of Film Advancement team will welcome MPV participants for a chat and catch-up on 
SpatialChat.

16:00 - 17:30 TALENTS NEST SESSION**
Tips and Tricks: Navigating the Short Film Festival World
Speaker: Rimante Daugelaite-Cegelskiene, Lithuanian Short Film Agency “Lithuanian Shorts” in cooperation with Baltic
Pitching Forum

18:00 - 19:00 LET’S RELAX AND HAVE FUN TOGETHER!

19:00 - 20:30 INDUSTRY SCREENING*
HOMO SOVIETICUS, directed by Ivo Briedis | 70’ (doc)

Wednesday, April 14
All events are settled in GMT+3 time zone
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E-MEETING POINT - VILNIUS 2021
April 14 - 16

10:30 - 12:30 COMING SOON PITCHING 
Take 2 | Documentary Projects

13:00 - 14:30 MASTERCLASS: 
New development methodologies, Pre-writing as a major tool, and limitations as a creative trigger!
Speaker: Antoine Le Bos, Artistic Director of LIM - Less is more in cooperation with LIM-Less is MoreTalents Nest open session)

13:00 - 15:30 INDUSTRY SCREENINGS*
CINEPHILIA, directed by Algimantas Puipa | 109’ (fiction)

14:30 - 15:30 COTTBUS CAFÉ
Join FilmFestival Cottbus (Bernd Buder) and connecting cottbus (Marjorie Bendeck) for a chat in a relaxed atmosphere. Greet and 
catch up with your colleagues in round of networking, smiles and an afternoon tea or coffee.

15:30 - 16:30 ROUND TABLE: 
Heritage Online - Options for Baltic classic films distribution
in cooperation with Heritage Online, the Locarno Film Festival’s digitally based service dedicated to extending the outreach and 
distribution of Heritage Films through Video on Demand, expanding the range of titles offered by such services.

16:00 - 17:30 INDUSTRY SCREENINGS*
LOTTO, directed by Zaza Khalvashi | 80’ (fiction)

16:00 - 17:30 TALENTS NEST SESSION**
Tackling Distribution strategies
Speaker Aiste Račaitytė (Kino Pavasaris Distribution)

18:00 - 19:00 LET’S RELAX AND HAVE FUN TOGETHER!

19:00 - 20:30 INDUSTRY SCREENING*
WHERE THE ROAD LEADS, directed by Matiss Kaža | (fiction)

Thursday, April 15
All events are settled in GMT+3 time zone
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E-MEETING POINT - VILNIUS 2021
April 14 - 16

9:00 - 17:00 COMING SOON 
1to1 meetings

9:00 - 13:00 TALENTS NEST 
Group consultations**

10:30 - 11:30 CREATIVE EUROPE MEDIA PROGRAMME 2021-2027: WHAT TO EXPECT?
in cooperation with Creative Europe MEDIA Desk Lithuania

10:30 - 12:30 INDUSTRY SCREENING*
KERNAGIS, directed by Andrius Lekavicius | 94’ (doc)

12:00 - 13:30 MASTERCLASS: 
How to make a Movie Trailer
Speaker: Boris Pugnet | in cooperation with Creative Europe MEDIA Desk Lithuania

13:30 - 15:30 INDUSTRY SCREENING*
PROLOGOS, directed by Mantas Kvedaravicius | 89’ (doc)

15:30 - 17:00 MASTERCLASS: 
The DNA of Television Series
Speaker Ben Harris | in cooperation with MIDPOINT

18:00 - 19:00 Closing & Award ceremony

Friday, April 16
All events are settled in GMT+3 time zone

* reserved to Sales, Distributors, Commissioning Editors and Programmers
** reserved to Talents Nest participants
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Country: Lithuania
Director: Irma Pužauskaitė
Producer: Lukas Trimonis, INSCRIPT
Runtime: 92’
Budget: 573.404 EUR
Financing in place: 563.404 EUR
Foreseen release date: 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals

Synopsis: Linas (36) unexpectedly gets custody of his teenage daughter Ieva (17). While Linas 
sees this as an opportunity to make amends for his past behaviour and rebuild their 
relationship, but Ieva does not show any interest to do that. The situation becomes even more 
complicated when Ieva’s best friend Maja (17) starts spending time with the father and 
daughter and develops feelings for Linas. When Linas rejects Maja’s advances towards him, she 
seeks revenge and tries to turn Ieva against her father even more than she already is. However, 
all Maja’s efforts to do that have an opposite effect and lead to the reconciliation between the 
estranged father and daughter and the true healing can begin.

Director profile: After working in film finance for Creative Europe MEDIA and the Lithuanian 
Ministry of Culture, Irma moved to the creative side of film. She received a scholarship to attend 
the LMU School of Film and TV, completing a MFA in Film Production. For her short film THE 
MORNING AFTER (2015), Irma won the Faculty Award. She is an alumna of EKRAN+ at Wajda
School and the Incubator Lab by Film Independent and LMU. In 2016, Irma established an 
educational group Directors Lab and started the Vilnius Actors Studio.

Director statement: I wished to tell a story about forgiveness and alcoholism without being 
didactic. Rather, I aimed to involve the audience, help them care for the characters. This is why 
the story is accessible and visually engaging. However, the camera never overshadows the 
performances. I consciously gave the actors space to bring the scenes alive, to capture the true 
reality of flawed, yet authentically relatable people.

Representative:
Irma Pužauskaitė, director

Viktorija Cook, Junior producer

Contacts:
Viktorija Cook, INSCRIPT, 

Lithuania, viktorija@inscript.lt

Logline: When Linas (36) unexpectedly gets the custody of his daughter Ieva
(17), he sees it as an opportunity to make amends and rebuild their relationship. 
However, the path to reconciliation is not that easy when the temptations from 
the past and present are inviting to go back to old habits.

9th STEP
Genre: Fiction
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Countries: Turkey, Ukraine
Director: Mirac Atabey
Producer: Mirac Atabey - Micmuss Film
Runtime: 127’
Budget: 116.500 EUR
Financing in place: 86.500 EUR
Foreseen release date: September 2021
Looking for: Financing, Sales, Distributors, Festivals

Synopsis: While continuing his middle-class life with his cat in a family-owned apartment in 
Istanbul, Mert (30) loses his father. Relying on the help of his relatives, he decides to make the 
funeral ceremony in a small Anatolian village surrounded by hills, forests, and tea farms 
in northeastern Turkey. However, rather than preparing for an ordinary funeral ceremony, three 
days that Mert spends in the village turn into a chain of tragic events that confront him like 
chapters of a video game to be completed, and he discovers, to his rapidly steepening dismay, 
that the already existing cracks in his life are growing hourly wider and deeper. Against a virtual 
world that he dreams of, Mert is left alone with the problems that he postponed to solve, in a 
world in which he suddenly finds himself living.

Director profile: Mirac Atabey (1989, Rize, Turkey), is a Turkish director, scriptwriter, and 
producer. After graduating from Doc Nomads Master’s Program in documentary film directing in 
Lisbon, Budapest and Brussels, he made an Erasmus+ Internship on film producing in 
Bucharest and participated in Talents Sarajevo in 2017. The last film of his short film trilogy, 
Yard (2018), received production support from the Ministry of Culture and Tourism in Turkey, 
had its world premiere at International Film Festival Rotterdam, and was awarded at Trento Film 
Festival.

Director statement: Quietly selfish, full of grandiose dreams, and fundamentally (if gently) cold 
and insensitive toward those around him, Mert resides in a middle-class neighborhood in 
Istanbul. It is a very different world from that of the film's namesake novel, authored by the 
nineteenth-century Russian poet and writer Lermontov. But Lermontov does describe Pechorin, 
his central character, as "a portrait built up of all our generation's vices in full bloom"; and our 
own central character, Mert, likewise provides a negative generational portrait, in his case the 
portrait of a generation terminally allergic to personal responsibility. When Mert goes to a small 
Anatolian village for the traditional burial of his father, he finds himself trapped in the 
discrepancy between the world as he has selfishly dreamed it and the world in which he actually 
finds himself living. During the three days in the village, as he ignores every problem that he 
encounters (even the very little ones), he can’t really help facing painful, tragic, and tragicomic 
experiences which lead him to go through inevitable moments of an instant and intense 
growing up story.

Representative:
Mirac Atabey,Producer, Director

Contacts:
Mirac Atabey,Micmuss Film

info@micmuss.com

Logline: Three tragic days of an immature young man during his father's funeral 
preparations in the hills of northeastern Turkey.

A HERO OF OUR TIME
Genre: Fiction
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Countries: Moldova, Romania
Director: Ion Borș
Producers: Sergiu Cumatrenco Jr., YOUBESC Ion Borș, KANTORA FILM PRODUCTION 
Sergiu Pascaru, Maya Film Studio & Pascaru Production Marin Cumatrenco, 
BADEAMIC
Runtime: 100’
Budget: 400.000 EUR
Financing in place: 325.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: late 2021/early 2022
Looking for: Post-production funds, Festivals, Sales, General feedbacks

Synopsis: Moldova in the early 90s: DIMA, a tractor driver, wants to be enrolled in the military 
troops to take part in the local war on theTransnistrian border. VASEA, an Afghanistan war 
veteran, joins him. While on their way to the front, they find a carbonized body. Authorities 
ignore them and do not help them find out the identity of the body. Dima and Vasea decide to 
bury the corpse according to the proper Christian rituals, but shortly they will go on an absurd 
journey to discover the identity of the body.

Director profile: Ion Bors was born in 1990. He graduated from the Academy of Music, Theatre 
and Fine Arts, as a theatre and cinema actor. From 2011 until 2016, he worked as an actor at the 
Chisinau Theatre as well as at the Eugene Ionesco National Theatre. In 2017, he 
founded Kantora Film Production, and produced and directed his first short film ONE LESS ONE 
MORE in 2018. The film premiered and won three awards at the RAVAC IFF and was also 
screened at the FilmFestival Cottbus and at the Huesca IFF.

Director statement: In an ironically-grotesque formula, without heroes and enemies, “Carbon” 
follows through the perspective of an almost absurd context in which a conflict can dehumanize 
propaganda in the society.

Representative:
Sergiu Cumatrenco Jr, producer

Ion Borș, director, producer

Contacts:
Sergiu Cumatrenco Jr., YOUBESC, Moldova,  

youbesc@gmail.com

Logline: On their way to the front in Transnistria, two friends who recently signed 
up for the army find a carbonised body and are sent on an absurd journey to 
discover its identity.

CARBON
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Lithuania
Director: Dovilė Šarutytė
Producer: Uljana Kim, Studio Uljana Kim
Runtime: 97’
Budget: 615.000 EUR
Financing in place: 585.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: December 2021 - February 2022
Looking for: Festivals, Sales, Distributors

Synopsis: Dovile’s life is shaken by her father’s death. But there is no time to mourn as she must
urgently organize the funeral. Trying to make it perfect, Dovile takes care of every detail and
finds herself in increasingly curious situations. Her childhood memories are chasing her up.

Director profile: Dovilė Šarutytė (born 1986) graduated with a degree in film directing from the
Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre in 2009. Her student work Nasty Dream (2008) 
captured the attention of critics at home and abroad. I Know You, one of her first works as a 
director, was voted the Best Lithuanian Short Film at the Lithuanian Film Academy Awards
Silver Crane 2010. The film won the Main Prize at the Young Cinema Art 2010 World Student
Film Festi-val in Poland. In 2011, she won a second Silver Crane award for Not Lucky Today. Her
2016 glimpse into a woman’s life – 8 minutes was recognized as the Best Lithuanian Short Film
at the Scanorama Film Forum.

Director statement: How do we react if someone close to us dies? That's unpredictable. The
most unexpectable combinations of emotions are to be expected. Dealing with her father's
funeral problems works as a kind of therapy for Dovile, the main character of the film, and helps
to leave her gloomy thoughts behind. And the joy of a "successful" event overshadows her
mourning, if only temporarily. This paradox is the dramatic axis of the story. Although the
starting point of the movie is death, it's a story about those who continue to live.

Representative:
Dovilė Šarutytė, film director

Uljana Kim (individual meetings), producer

Contacts:
Uljana Kim, Studio Uljana Kim, 

Lithuania, kim@lfc.lt

Logline: When Dovile learns that her father died, she has no time to mourn her 
loss as she has to arrange the funeral right away, trying to keep the image of him 
as a decent person.

FEATURE FILM ABOUT LIFE
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Lithuania
Director: Ernestas Jankauskas
Producer: Gabija Siurbyte, Dansu Film, Greta Akcijonaite
Runtime: 86’
Budget: 750.000 EUR
Financing in place: fully financed
Foreseen release date: October 2021
Looking for: Sales, Festivals, Platforms

Synopsis: Maria comes back to her former life after checking herself out of a rehabilitation 
clinic, where she was treated for panic attacks. To get back her position as lead researcher 
(where women are still rare) and convince her family she is fine, she hides her breakdowns that 
manifest as crazy hallucinations. However, hiding her special condition while also competing 
for a neuroscience project and love from her family is more difficult than she’d thought.

Director profile: Ernestas Jankauskas directed over 40 award winning commercials. His short 
film The Queen of England Stole My Parents won best short movie award at the National Film 
Awards and several prizes at festivals and was the first short film distributed in Lithuania 
cinema chains. His first feature film Sasha Was Here premiered at Black Nights Film Festival/ 
First Feature competition in Tallinn and was selected for Shanghai, Les Arcs, Odesa Film 
Festivals and 15 more.

Director statement: The film raises the following question – does someone with imperfections 
deserve to be loved? Perfection is a new religion nowadays. Panic attacks are an expression of 
internal suffering, which accumulates within a person and suddenly explodes. It’s like a 
doorbell. The main conflict of the film takes place between Maria and her closest ones. Maria 
can no longer be just a "handy tool" in someone else’s hands. She wants to be accepted and 
loved for what she really is – imperfect, and not always sane. In the film, mystique is blended in 
with reality. Two worlds contrast and compete.

Representative:
Greta Akcijonaitė, producer

Ernestas Jankauskas, director

Contacts:
Greta Akcijonaitė, Dansu films, Lithuania, 

greta@dansu.eu

Logline: Successful scientist hides her breakdowns that manifest as crazy 
hallucinations in order to maintain her socially perfect image.

I AM FINE, THANKS
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Ukraine
Director: Philip Sotnychenko
Producer: Halyna Kryvorchuk, Viatel, Valeria Sochyvets, Sashko Chubko, 
Contemporary Ukrainian Cinema
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 481.000 EUR
Financing in place: 385.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: February 2022
Looking for: Sales, Festivals, Post-production funds

Synopsis: 1996. 5 years since the declaration of Ukraine’s independence. 5 months before the 
declaration of the death penalty abolition. The murdered cop is found in a lake. The wrong guy is 
blamed. Police are in a hurry to close the case before the abolition of the death penalty. 
Oleksandr is an honored psychiatrist in his last year before retirement. He has to play a key role 
in the investigation of a complicated case and sign the life-or-death decision. Will he risk his 
friendship and his career to save a young man from the penalty he doesn’t deserve?

Director profile: Born in 1989 in Kyiv. Co-founder of Contemporary Ukrainian Cinema, a 
collective of young independent filmmakers. His 2015 short film SON was selected to Clermont-
Ferrand and won the FIPRESCI award at Odessa IFF. His 2016 short NAIL won the Best Short 
award at Odessa IFF and Best Documentary Student Film at Parnu IDFF (while being a scripted 
live-action film). His 2017 short TECHNICAL BREAK won the Best Film award at POFF 
Shorts. Overall Philip made 7 shorts, which received over 350 selections, and over 50 awards. 
For many years he has been studying VHS archives of Ukraine’s 1990s.

Director statement: The film takes place a few months before Ukraine signed the Protocole of 
the European Convention on Human Rights, which renounced the death penalty. Until that, the 
number of death sentences in Ukraine was one of the highest in the world. In 1996, Ukraine was 
second only to China, with 89 people sentenced to death. I draw many details from the real VHS 
archives. My short Nail (2015) was made in “found footage” style and got a Best Documentary 
award, despite being a live-action film. Continuing this aesthetic, Lapalissade will be presented 
as “declassified” archives of Ukrainian police, telling the story of the last death penalty in 
Ukraine. The plot itself is not based on any single real life story, but is an amalgamation of 
different facts from Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus. The protagonist is a 40-something forensic 
psychiatrist. In the faces of his patients, we will see the portrait of this society after the collapse 
of the Soviet Union. 1990s is the time, when the post-Soviet countries were built, with all their 
problems. It was the time when the price for the wrong word or action could easily be death.

Representative:
Sashko Chubko, producer 

Philip Sotnychenko, director 
Valeria Sochyvets, producer

Contacts:
Sashko Chubko, Viatel, Ukraine, 

sashko.chubko@gmail.com

Logline: Based on the classified police archives, this debut feature by 
Philip Sotnychenko is a post-Soviet noir about the last death sentence in Ukraine.

LAPALISSADE
Genre: Fiction
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Countries: Iraq, UK, France, Germany, Kuwait, UAE, Qatar
Director: Maysoon Pachachi
Producer: Talal Al-Muhanna, Linked Productions, Maysoon Pachachi, Oxymoron Films, 
Patrice Nezan, Les Contes Modernes, Alexander Ris,Neue Mediopolis Filmproduktion
Runtime: 117’
Budget: 1.400.000 EUR
Financing in place: 1.365.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: late 2021
Looking for: Festivals premiere, Distributors
Sales: The Party Film Sales

Synopsis: Baghdad. The last week of 2006. All over the city, people of different religions are 
being forced out of their homes on a daily basis and neighborhoods are being divided by 
concrete walls. At night, under curfew, the residents remain trapped inside their houses. SARA 
is a single mother and novelist, shocked into silence, at a time of extreme sectarian violence. 
She and her neighbours let us into their everyday lives, as they struggle to resist the 
fragmentation of their world and renew a fragile sense of hope and belief in a better future.

Director profile: Maysoon Pachachi is a London-based filmmaker of Iraqi origin. She studied 
Philosophy at University College London and then filmmaking at the London Film School. She 
was for many years a documentary and drama film editor in the UK, and has worked since 1994 
as an independent film director, largely making films in and about the Middle East. Completed 
films, as director, include award-winning “Iranian Journey” (ZDF/Arte 1998), “Return to the 
Land of Wonders” (ZDF/Arte 2004) and “Our Feelings Took the Pictures: Open Shutters Iraq” 
(Jury Special Mention, AFF Rotterdam 2009).

Director statement: Iraqis have lived through decades of dictatorship, war and sanctions and -
since 2003 - ongoing extreme daily violence and chaos. Their lives are ruptured and full of loss, 
with no breathing space to process and repair. This is the emotional context in which people get 
on with their daily lives in a situation where the unthinkable has become the norm, where you 
have to 'act life’ as people in Sarajevo used to say. The powerful external circumstances affect 
everyone and create a sense that you are living a story that is at the same time personal, and 
collective. How you tell the story is part of the story.

Representative:
Talal Al-Muhanna, producer

Maysoon Pachachi, writer-director

Contacts:
Talal Al-Muhanna, Linked Productions, Kuwait, 

contacttalal@hotmail.com

Logline: In a typically mixed Baghdadi neighbourhood, a community of ordinary 
people try to live their everyday lives amidst the threat of unpredictable violence.

OUR RIVER...OUR SKY
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Lithuania
Director: Laurynas Bareiša
Producer: Klementina Remeikaitė, Afterschool production
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 450.000 EUR
Financing in place: fully financed
Foreseen release date: 2022
Looking for: Sales, Distributors
Festival premiere confirmed

Synopsis: Paulius and Indre arrive at a small town near an airport. Next day they pretend to buy
a house, but get recognized by the owner and are thrown out. It becomes clear that Paulius is
the brother and Indre was the girlfriend of a boy, who was kidnapped, raped and murdered here
four years ago. Undisturbed by the mood of the locals they carry on recounting the steps of this
gruesome crime.

Director profile: Laurynas Bareiša (b. 1988, Lithuania) graduated in Applied Mathematics and
Cinematography, and earned a MA in Film Directing (2016). He recently worked as
cinematographer on the feature film Summer Survivors by Marija Kavtaradzė (Toronto IFF, 
Discovery 2018). He directed the short films By the Pool (Venice IFF, Orizzonti 2017), Caucasus
(Locarno FF, Leopards of Tomorrow 2018), Dummy (Berlinale IFF, Berlinale Shorts 2020).

Director statement: Working back from the image of a person standing in a nondescript place
and crying because he is feeling something so immense towards it, I created the fictional story 
of "Pilgrims". Through this story, I want to talk about the relation between a person, memory and
space.

Representative:
Laurynas Bareiša, director

Klementina Remeikaitė, producer

Contacts:
Klementina Remeikaitė, Afterschool production, 

Lithuania, klementina@aftschool.lt

Logline: The place will not reveal it to you if you don’t know what happened there, 
but when you know, the seemingly random place becomes unbearable.

PILGRIMS
Genre: Fiction
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Countries: Lithuania, Czech Republic
Director: Andrius Blaževičius
Producers: Marija Razgutė - M-Films Vratislav Šlajer, Jakub Košťál - Bionaut
Runtime: 87’
Budget: 818.087 Eur
Financing in place: Fully financed
Foreseen release date: second half of 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals

Synopsis: After her boyfriend has a psychotic episode and disappears, Maria decides to let 
nothing stop her from helping him. Grabbing at every clue about his whereabouts she embarks 
on a fast-paced odyssey through the city. Always one step behind, against all odds, Maria’s love 
will drive her to go all the way, as she fights both for her love and her freedom.

Director profile: In 2011 Andrius Blaževičius graduated from Lithuanian Music 
and Theater Academy with a Master’s degree in Film Directing. He completed six short films 
during his studies, including TEN REASONS (2011), winner of two Lithuanian Film Academy 
Awards. Andrius’ debut feature film THE SAINT (2016) premiered at the Busan and Warsaw IFF 
and received six Lithuanian Film Academy Awards. RUNNER is his second feature film and is 
about to premiere in 2021.

Director statement: RUNNER is a film about love and freedom. I chose to talk about freedom 
through an ordinary person’s everyday struggles. I’m asking what it means to be free when 
you’re in love, attached to your parents, when fear of war lingers over your country, when 
everyone’s dependent on modern technologies, when the mentality of the past still confines 
many people’s way of thinking, when your body is sick. I’m interested in a person’s free will and 
choice to sacrifice their freedom for something extremely important to them.

Representative:
Marija Razgutė, producer

Andrius Blaževičius, director

Contacts:
Marija Razgutė, M-Films, 

Lithuania, marija@m-films.lt

Logline: Maria is on a frantic search for her boyfriend, cut loose during his latest 
psychotic episode armed with patience and love she chases random clues 
through the city.

RUNNER
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Poland
Director: Tomasz Habowski
Producer: Marta Szarzyńska, Kinhouse studio
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 152.000 EUR
Financing in place: fully financed
Foreseen release date: September 2021
Looking for: Sales Agents, Festivals, Distributors

Synopsis: Robert a musician, meets Alicja, who is working as a waitress at a party for his father, 
a well-known actor. By chance, Robert hears the young woman singing, and he offers to play 
music with her. Alicja has just recently moved to Warsaw; she lacks confidence as well as faith 
in her talent. Robert, who lives in his father’s shadow, sees in Alicja’s music a chance to come 
into his own.

Director profile: Tomasz Habowski was born in Poland. He studied Law and Culture Studies at 
Wroclaw University. In 2017 - 2019, he participated in “Studio Prób'' and “Script” courses at 
Wajda School in Warsaw, where he developed “Songs about love. In 2019 he was head writer 
“Na wspólnej”(produced by TVN) and co-writer of comedy program „La la Poland - produced by 
TVP2. In 2018 he worked as screenwriter and 1AD in comedy program „SNL Polska'' - produced 
by Showmax. “Songs about love” will be his feature debut.

Director statement: “Songs about love” is a film about power, ambition and love. It is guided by 
the idea that rebellion against parental authority can legitimise that authority; the stronger the 
rebellion, the longer it reigns. The road to independence is different – winding through an 
understanding that defining oneself in spite of another is still to act under their influence. To rid 
oneself of it takes knowing and accepting oneself. Robert’s story takes this road – his love for 
Alicja and for their shared musical future serves his struggle against his father, although he is 
unable to understand this in time.

Representative:
Marta Szarzyńska, producer
Tomasz Habowski, director

Contacts:
Marta Szarzyńska, Kinhouse Studio, Poland

marta.szarzynska@gmail.com

SONGS ABOUT LOVE
Genre: Fiction
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Logline: A bittersweet, black-and-white film about a young musician searching 
for his path in life. After a chance encounter, he must face a choice—between love 
and ambition.



Countries: Latvia, Estonia, Finland, Norway
Directors: Raitis Abele, Lauris Abele
Producers: Roberts Vinovskis, Kristele Pudane, Raitis Abele from Tritone Studio
Runtime: 107’
Budget: 625.000 EUR
Financing in place: fully financed
Foreseen release date: October 2021
Looking for: Sales, Festivals

Synopsis: Brothers Robert and Martin are a month away from their biggest yet contemporary art 
exhibition. To get creative juices flowing, Martin locks himself up in a dark 2 x 2 meter cube. 
Once out both brothers start to lose control not only over their life but their brotherhood as well. 
Seeking tranquility, Martin flees to Saami Lapland and Robert must take a trip to find his eldest 
bipolar brother.

Director profile: Lauris Abele and Raitis Abele are brothers and Latvian filmmakers, born and 
still residing in Riga. Lauris obtained a Masters degree in Audio-Visual Arts (film directing) at 
Latvian Academy of Culture and Raitis is a clinical psychologist and studied film art at New 
York Film Academy. Mostly they work as a trio together with their third brother Marcis Abele 
(d.o.p.). First international success only came when Raitis and Lauris co-directed the short 
“Castratus the Boar” that won the Grand Prix at Tampere Short Film Festival in 2015. Apart 
from that brothers play and compose music in two rock and post-metal bands -
Soundarcade and Sonntags Legion.

Director statement: "Troubled Minds" is a drama, but hopefully full enough with elements of 
black comedy - as life itself. Visually we wanted to make this movie as a mix between highly 
artistic and sometimes even surrealistic expressions of fiction film and the feeling of ‘being 
there’ of a documentary. So that the mix would pull the viewer into a journey of many realms. 
Movie consists of autobiographical vignettes. But when writing it in a sequenced story ... it all 
made sense and pulled us into one big holistic journey. As filmmakers we believe we are 
competent enough to use bipolar disorder as a trigger for a story, as we have stood shoulder by 
shoulder with our bipolar friends and witnessed all the states - funny, tragic and very sometimes 
weird.

Representative:
Raitis Abele, director, producer

Lauris Abele, director

Contacts:
Raitis Abele, Tritone Studio, Latvia, 

raitis@tritone.lv

Logline: To get creative juices flowing, Martin locks himself up in a black 2 x 2 
meter cube. Once out he starts to lose control and Robert must take a trip to 
Saami Lapland to rescue his eldest bipolar brother.

TROUBLED MINDS
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Poland
Director: Michał Krzywicki
Producer: Natalia Bednarska, Wonder Woman Production
Runtime: 90-100 min
Budget: 163.000 EUR
Financing in place: Fully financed
Foreseen release date: September 2021
Looking for: Festivals, Sales Agents

Synopsis: Near future. Poland, year 2028. Poland is a totalitarian country based on slavery. The 
Government figured out how to get rid of people who are either criminals or just not useful to 
the society: Human Recycling - depriving an individual of one’s senses and memories in order to 
train them to serve the Society in any chosen sector such as army, social services or family 
support. “The Day I found…” is a story about a runaway prisoner who begins to regain her 
senses, experiencing the vitality of living. Along the way, she meets a man - a former activist on 
the verge of taking his own life. With nothing to lose he offers to help. He wants to smuggle the 
girl to neutral Sweden where she will get an asylum. Their road trip brings on a beautiful bond 
between the two.

Director profile: Michał Krzywicki is a prolific Polish actor, screenwriter and director. His first 
feature entitled "Diversion End" - a mixed genres tribute to Tarantino was awarded by the Youth 
Jury during the Polish film festival in Koszalin in 2017. Michał works on all this film project with 
partner/creator/actress Dagmara Brodziak and together they are DEvisioners team. They are 
currently working on the script for the film "Naked Coast'' (sequel to Diversion End). This project 
was qualified for the European Genre Forum as part of the Black Nights festival in Tallinn, 
Fantastic Zagreb in Zagreb and the US in Progress at the American Film Festival in Wrocław, all 
in 2019.

Director statement: "The day I found a girl in the trash" shows a world that is seemingly 
deprived of beauty but in fact it depends on us how much of that beauty we're actually able to 
grasp. We have no huge influence on the times and the world we live in. Regardless however of 
how bad it gets, this world is worth fighting for, even if we manage to save only a small part of it 
in this fight. We want the viewer to immerse in the unreal reality and feel the satisfaction of the 
journey together with our protagonists.

Representative:
Michał Krzywicki, director

Dagmara Brodziak, co-creator
Natalia Bednarska, producer

Contacts:
Natalia Bednarska, Wonder Woman Production,

producer-natalia@wonderwomanproduction.com

Logline: Warsaw, year 2028. A former, run-down activist announces that at 
midnight of the New Year’s Eve he will commit suicide online as an the act of 
protest against the newly introduced slavery system in Poland. However, his plan 
is in question as the day before his planned action he finds an abandoned slave 
girl and decides to help her to escape the country and regain freedom.

THE DAY I FOUND A GIRL IN THE TRASH 
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Latvia
Director: Uģis Olte
Producers: Uldis Cekulis, Raitis Ābele - VFS FILMS
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 115.000 EUR
Financing in place: 80.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: August 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals
National Theatrical Distributor: Spektrs

Synopsis: Andrejs, a meticulous outdoor adventure guide, takes a film crew to a wild river valley
for a vegetarian sausage commercial shoot. The enterprise suffers an unexpected setback as
the crew goes missing. Forced to find them, Andrejs has to go into the wild, following the traces
left behind by the crew, while facing mysterious forces and inner demons in order to bring them
back to safety. Little does he know that in the autumn the valley unleashes a strange, wondrous
phenomenon whose reckless power does not spare even the locals. Finding the missing clients
is no child’s play, and soon Andrejs has to realize that he who seeks to find will lose himself.

Director profile: Uģis Olte is a Latvian director / editor who enjoys staying playful when dealing
with serious subjects. Equipped with the senses of a musician and convinced that dreams, 
myths and fairy-tales can be useful tools for telling any story. He has created numerous original
TV documentary formats, filmed a bunch of weird music videos and also 3 short fiction films
(“The Red Spot”, “KK2678” and “King Of The Wild Things”'). His efforts in the documentary genre
have resulted in three feature length films - “Stuck in Stikine” (2007), “Double Aliens'' (2015) 
and “Liberation Day” (2016, co-directed with Morten Traavik). UPURGA is his debut feature.

Director statement: I grew up in Latvian countryside. This fact comes with serious side effects. I 
have been desperately lost in a forest that I know by heart and begged a gang of wild boars to 
leave me alone when I accidentally stepped into their lair. And once I almost drowned twice in
the same day in a creek that is only a foot deep. Right now, I am in the middle of translating my
personal sense of Latvian forests, rivers and small villages into the magical realist thriller
“Upurga”, which tells a story of a young man’s initiation facing the ancient forces of Nature. It's
a story dealing with elements I know by heart. The viewer gets seated on the shoulder of our
main protagonist Andrejs and follows his wandering viewpoint as he delves deeper and deeper
into a mystery that is much bigger than himself. The film's tone attempts to forge opposing
elements into one amalgam as it meanders from menacing dread to quirky humour and from
believable realism to mythological dreamscapes.

Representative:
Uldis Cekulis, producer

Uģis Olte, director

Contacts:
Uldis Cekulis, VFS FILMS, Latvia,  uldis@vfs.lv

Logline: A young rafting instructor takes a film crew to shoot a commercial in the 
river valley, but things take a wild turn when all his clients suddenly disappear. 
Now, he has to delve into the forest, fighting inner demons and exterior forces, to 
find the missing people -- and himself.

UPURGA
Genre: Fiction
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Country: Sweden
Director: Charlotte S. Eliasson
Producers: Elin Bennett & Hanna Hannerz-Simå, Nordantill
Runtime: 72’
Budget: 340.000 EUR
Financing in place: 102.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: Late 2022
Looking for: Co-producer, Financing, Sales, Distributors

Synopsis: Roland and his mother Julia are two Australians who have lived in exile in Sweden 
since the late 60s. Julia, a former showgirl with shattered dreams of glamour, and Roland, often 
in his own fantasy world up in space, live in strong symbiosis. More often than not, they have 
very different views of the world and their own lives. When Julia’s cancer becomes critical and 
her imminent death is a reality, they both search for peace through elusive memories and their 
spectacular life story unfolds.

Director profile: Charlotte S. Eliasson is a trained artist and has in the past decade been using 
film as medium. Her documentary debut ”Lönsboda Fox” (2004) is today considered a ”cult 
classic from Skåne”. After studies in New York, she moved back to Sweden to continue her 
education in art and film in Konstfack, University of Art, Craft and Design as well 
as Valand Academy. Besides two documentaries, she has exhibited her artwork as well as 
received several working grants from The Swedish Arts Grants Committee.

Director statement: In my art, I want to portray complex relationships between people and what 
the present and our history do to us. When I met Roland and Julia, it asked me a series of 
questions about who owns the memory of the past and who has the right to define the past and 
the future. What do we humans leave behind? What became of a human being's dreams? During 
Roland and Julia's conversations before the inevitable death, everything that has been at its 
peak is put to the test.

Representative:
Elin Bennett, producer

Charlotte S. Eliasson, director

Contacts:
Elin Bennett, Nordantill, Sweden, elin@nordantill.se

Logline: After an odyssey on the ocean of life, a dying showgirl and her son try to 
find peace through elusive memories, but for it to become a reality, they both 
have to deal with the past and their painful relationship.

A DYING SHOWGIRL AND HER SON IN SPACE
Genre: Documentary
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Countries: Armenia, Lithuania, Germany
Director: Inna Sahakyan
Producer: Vardan Hovhannisyan, Bars Media: Justė Michailinaitė, 
ARTBOX laisvalaikio klubas: Christian Beetz, gebrueder beetz filmproduktion
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 774.910 EUR
Financing in place: 695.976 EUR
Foreseen release date: October 2021 
Looking for: Film Funds, Sales, Festivals

Synopsis: At only 14 Aurora faced the horrors of the Armenian Genocide, watching her entire 
family killed, and forced into sexual slavery. Luck and courage enabled her to escape to 
America, where her tragic story became a cultural phenomenon. Starring in a Hollywood film 
based on her life, Aurora became a celebrity and the face of the largest humanitarian campaign 
in US history. Her odyssey sees her confront endless trauma, Hollywood greed, abandonment, 
and all while struggling not to lose her humanity.

Director profile: Inna is a director from Armenia. Inna’s award winning documentary, co-
directed with Arman Yeritsyan, is The Last Tightrope Dancer in Armenia, an international co-
production with PBS(US), NHK(Japan), YLE(Finland) and other international channels. She has 
also produced studio's feature documentaries Donkeymentary and One, Two, Three. Inna is 
currently working on several documentary projects, including Mel and documentary-animation 
film Aurora’s Sunrise, as well as producing various TV programs.

Director statement: Topicwise, I was wary of the Armenian Genocide. I was afraid to be too 
emotional or confirm us forever as victims. Then, I watched an interview with Aurora. Her story 
was odd: talking about surviving the genocide and Hollywood stardom. Incredible yet ordinary 
heroism shone through her story. Aurora refused to be a victim. Through animation, original 
interviews, and segments of the silent film, I will tell the odyssey of Aurora's thrust into 
womanhood through immense historic upheaval.

Representative:
Inna Sahakyan, director

Vardan Hovhannisyan, producer

Contacts:
Inna Sahakyan, Bars Media, inna@barsmedia.am

Logline: A teenage girl survives a genocide to become a Hollywood star. Losing 
her family, escaping slavey, enduring trauma and Hollywood greed, Aurora 
journeys far to bring the story of her people’s tragedy to the world.

AURORA'S SUNRISE
Genre: Documentary
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Countries: Lithuania, Norway
Director: Emilija Skarnulytė
Producer: Dagnė Vildžiūnaitė, Just a moment, LT, Elisa Fernanda Pirir , Mer Film, NO
Runtime: 70’
Budget: 215.000 EUR
Financing in place: 207.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: November 2021
Looking for: Sales, Festivals

Synopsis: From the Soviet ruins of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant to the ancient tombs of the
Etruscans, from the Andra nuclear fuel repository under France to the atomic deserts and
abandoned mines of New Mexico, Burial takes us deep into the earth, not only past the thin
crust of surface beneath us but into time. Burial follows the cycle of power, the fire of creation
and destruction, through dreamy suns-capes to the shadowy under-lands where we bury both
the dead and the apocalyptic wastes of our progress.

Director profile: Emilija Skarnulytė (b. Vilnius 1987) is a visual artist and filmmaker. She holds a 
BA in sculpture from the Brera Academy of Fine Arts in Milan, Italy, and an MA 
from Tromsø Academy of Contemporary Art. Recent winner of the Future Generation Art Prize 
2019 Skarnulyte also represented Lithuania at the XXII Triennale di Milano. Her films were at 
Rotterdam IFF; Center Pompidou, Baltic Pavilion, Venice Architecture Biennale, Riga
International Biennial of Contemporary Art, 31st São Paulo Biennial, Whitechapel Gallery, 
London and Oberhausen IFF and many others.

Director statement: In this film, it is important for me to talk not just about mankind, but about
the planet itself, which is truly the main character. In choosing this narrative form, the question
arises why, when speaking about the Earth, we usually concentrate on humanity as the starting
point, and our desperate greed. I want to trace the scars of humans from the mines where we
extract uranium through its full life cycle until our desperate ploys to bury the waste. I want to 
see through film the remnants of radiant supernova into the radioactive chambers where we
hope these dead nuclear rods will stay buried.

Representative:
Dagnė Vildžiūnaitė, producer

Emilija Skarnulytė, director

Contacts:
Dagnė Vildžiūnaitė, Just a moment, 

Lithuania, dagne@justamoment.lt

Logline: Gazing through the radioactive ruins we’re making, into the haunted 
depths of inaccessible places, Burial invites us to imagine the ghosts of our 
failures that will inevitably haunt us.

BURIAL
Genre: Documentary
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Country: Belarus
Director/Producer: Helen Yasinskaya
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 57.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: October 2021
Looking for: Co-producers, Sales, Distributors, Festivals

Director profile: Graduate of the Minsk State Art College, specialty - "Graphic Design''(2008-
2011), Minsk film school-studio, speciality - "Filmmaker"(2009-2011), Belarusian State 
Academy of Arts, specialty - "Directing film and television " (2011-2016). Taught the basics of 
video editing for children at TV School (2011-2018). Participant and finalist of belarusian and 
international short film festivals: “Bulbamovie'', "Cinema Perpetuum Mobile", “Corn Short Film 
Festival”, "Unfiltered Cinema", "Light of the World" (Russia), "WINDOW" (Russia) etc. Twice 
finalist of the international film festival "Listapad'' (Belarus) in the category - national 
competition with the film "Adam's apple" (2017) and the documental film "Not a groom" (2018)

Director statement: My personal motivation to make this film is to express the whole range of 
feelings that my friends, loved ones and myself have experienced. And to do it through the prism 
of young guys, my peers, who really matured only after the events in August 2020. Basically, all 
events about Belarus in the news were covered by general plans and in fact there was no way to 
understand who these people were, who came out and what they were going through. It was 
important for me to try to personalize the protest. Tell about those with whom I went to the 
marches. The subjective camera, as a technique, made it possible for the viewer to become a 
participant in the events and experience the same as the heroes. Find yourself inside the 
company of the guys and with them, hide in the houses, run away from the punishers. In terms of 
structure, the material is divided into past and present. In the present time, the protest line will 
consistently develop, starting in August and in parallel with flashbacks trips to the village, to 
the still carefree world, will break through. A bridge, a metaphor between the past and the 
present, will be a landscape with a pier, filmed in different time periods with different 
atmosphere and mood, which will become the connecting element of the story. Some of the 
challenges in making this film include finding the aesthetic form of footage captured with a 
mobile phone. Due to the persecution of journalists and documentary filmmakers, it became 
unsafe to shoot with cameras, so half of the material was filmed on camera and the other half on 
mobile. So, we want to turn this into a trick. From bad quality to good, as from a terrible reality 
to hope. “Children of Change” is a collective image of young people who took to the streets to 
peacefully express their disagreement with the election results, but faced lawlessness, violence 
and genocide of the Belarusian people.

Representative:
Helen Yasinskaya, director

Contacts:
Helen Yasinskaya, Belarus, 

yasinskayafilms@gmail.com

Logline: A film about events in Belarus through the prism of young people of the 
millennial generation.

CHILDREN OF CHANGE
Genre: Documentary
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Synopsis: A group of friends completely indifferent to politics is forced to grow up sharply in 
connection with the events in Belarus after the elections. And if before they thought at the most 
that it would be cool to tie the sled to the car and go for a ride or have a fun drink, having gathered 
at someone's dacha, now they go on marches. Each of them is charming and unique in its own 
way. Interesting are their immediate reactions to what is happening, their discussion of the news 
and the experience of these events. One of the companies is being detained. The guys are faced 
with reality and lawlessness.



Countries: Sweden, Lithuania, Finland
Directors: Marta Dauliūtė, Viktorija Šiaulytė
Producer: Marta Dauliūtė, Viktorija Šiaulytė, MDEMC, Dagnė Vildžiūnaitė, Just A 
Moment, Niklas Kullström, Hillstream Pictures
Runtime: 72’
Budget: 279.183 EUR
Financing in place: fully financed
Foreseen release date: February 2022
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals
National presales: Lithuanian National Radio and Television, Lithuania,
YLE, Finland

Synopsis: A photo covers the front page of the Swedish national newspaper: a group of six people sit
together on a large sofa with their laptops open. The headline says: “They live at their workplace.” The
film’s five chapter structure leads the viewer through the co-living start-up Tech Farm, as well as other
start-ups that enforce an entrepreneurial lifestyle. Brought forward by a captivating selection of scenes
and conversations, Good Life exposes the power relations between the start-up’s founders, investors and
residents, workers or clients and challenges the marketing narratives of empowerment and belonging.

Director profile: Marta Dauliūtė studied MFA in Film Directing at Valand Art Academy. Her films have been
screened at Hot Docs, DOK Leipzig, Kasseler Dokfest, Thessaloniki International Film
Festival, Ji.hlava IDFF among others. She works as film dramaturg and supervisor and has taught film
directing at the Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts, Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm, Valand Art
Academy in Gothenburg and the Malmö Theatre Academy. Viktorija Šiaulytė holds MFA in Critical Writing
and Curatorial Practice at Konstfack, University of Arts, Crafts and Design in Stockholm, 
Sweden. Viktorija works as an independent researcher and producer within the fields of contemporary art, 
architecture and film. She is currently a Research Affiliate in Art, Culture and Technology Program at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, US as well as fellow at Akademie Schloss Solitude in
Stuttgart, Germany.

Director statement: As most cultural workers, we are both involuntary entrepreneurs. Maybe that’s why the
image we saw in the newspaper, with the young people sitting casually on the sofa in a homey atmosphere
and posing with their laptops open, was so recognisable. We also live at our workplace and work from our
beds. We see Tech Farm as a metaphor, where entrepreneurial attitude has invaded our whole existence. 
What is required of us as fragmented individuals is a constant mode of self-determination, self-promotion
and self-realisation. We can wholeheartedly identify ourselves with residents’ longing for collectivity. But
precisely this feeling of longing is treated by the company as a business opportunity. For us, it is a pleasure
to methodically disrupt the commercial storytelling that thrives on community and belonging. For if there
was no community, there would only be three square meters of living space sold way overpriced. By
exposing the contradictions between the bodily experience in the minimised living space, and the soft
values of the modern marketing language, we aim to bring new perspectives to the increasingly dominant 
tendency to run the whole society as a start-up.

Representative:
Marta Dauliūtė, director, producer

Viktorija Šiaulytė, director, producer
Dagnė Vildžiūnaitė, co-producer

Contacts:
Viktorija Siaulyte, MDEMC, Sweden, Lithuania, 

viktorija@lastproject.eu

Logline: Good Life is an absorbing study of a co-living start-up that helps its tenants run 
their entire life as a business operation. With sharp wit the film highlights the present-
day loss of privacy and how corporate storytelling becomes part of one’s innermost self.

GOOD LIFE
Genre: Documentary
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Country: Lithuania
Director: Živilė Mičiulytė
Producer: Stasys Baltakis, Film Jam
Runtime: 85’
Budget: 65.000 EUR
Financing in place: 50.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: October 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festival, Financing

Synopsis: The documentary tells about the work of two journalists of an investigation department of the
second biggest news site "15min", Birutė Davidonytė and Dovydas Pancerovas. The research topics of
both journalists are mostly related to political corruption, the relations between business and government, 
organized crime and Russia‘s influence. The beginning of the film is the work of these two journalists when
they prepare a non-fiction book about the Prime Minister of Lithuania Saulius Skvernelis and his
environment.

Director profile: Živilė Mičiulytė is a theatre and documentary film director. She has a Bachelor degree
(2013) and a Master degree in Film Directing (2015, Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre). She has
been a PhD student at the Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre since 2016. Her topic of art research
is “The post-truth phenomenon in theatre and cinema: creative strategies''. She has directed two
documentary short films: Masha (Maša, 2013) and Joan (Žana, 2015; this film was screened at Sheffield
Doc/Fest); she has also directed two performances: Last updated (Paskutinį kartą atnaujinta, 2017) at 
the Klaipėda Youth Theatre and The true fairy tales (Tikros pasakos, 2018) at the Arts Printing House
(2018); working with other directors (Artūras Areima, Gabrielė Tuminaitė). She has been teaching at 
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University since 2016, as well as teaching at the Skalvija Film Academy since
2018. She conducts various film education seminars.

Director statement: For me, it‘s important that people could see the work of journalists from inside and
could understand that it is important to have free media, because freedom of the press is one of the
guaranties for a country to be free. Especially on these days, when politicians try to provoke people against
journalists, try to decrease public trust in journalism per se. The concept of post-truth is also important in
this work. Post-truth society is relating to circumstances in which people respond more to feelings and
beliefs than to facts. This concept became popular in 2016, the rise of this condition is associated with two
major events: Brexit and the US presidential election. Both of these events had a communication style
which is typical for a post-truth situation – emotional (and false) statements have influence on public
opinion more than objective facts. I believe that strong investigative journalism (when facts are more
important than emotions) can help to combat post-truth itself and all politicians who manipulate post-truth
facts. I chose the observational documentary, because I want to allow viewers to observe the work of
journalists by themselves. To be precise this is not a typical observational documentary: sometimes I 
interview them as it is necessary to understand the complicated situation (because not all people know all
the details of all political events). Sometimes I want to change the fact that I‘ve seen and know a lot into
fact that I‘ve seen very little for the audience to form their opinion. I think that‘s the only way to talk on this
theme.

Representative:
Živilė Mičiulytė, director

Stasys Baltakis, producer

Contacts:
Stasys Baltakis, Film Jam, Lithuania, 

info@filmjam.eu

Logline: Investigative journalists are conducting an investigation about the 
Prime Minister of Lithuania, fight over freedom of the media and try to find out the 
truth – an abstract concept in a post-truth world.

INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALIST
Genre: Documentary
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Country: Lithuania
Director: Nerijus Milerius
Producer: Stasys Baltakis, Film Jam
Runtime: 80’
Budget: 134.153 EUR
Financing in place: 96.153 EUR
Foreseen release date: October 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals, Financing, Co-producers

Synopsis: Is anything changing in life when in a film your character's death, mourning the loss
of a beloved one - parents, children is played? In Life After Death, this question is posed in
different forms to three generations of actors - movie and theater legend Juozas (79), middle-
generation Rasa (45) and Dainius (47), and the youngest actor and singer Lukas (28).

Director profile: Nerijus Milerius was born in Vilnius in 1971. He is an Associate Professor of
Philosophy at Vilnius University, Lithuania. He is teaching film philosophy, religious cinema, 
cultural studies and aesthetics. He is the editor and one of the authors of the monograph
Film And Philosophy, (2013), the author of the monographs Apocalypse In Cinema: The
Philosophical Presuppositions (2013) and Viewing The Viewer: Cinema And Violence, 
(2018). Milerius is co-director of the documentary film Exemplary Behaviour (along
with Audrius Mickevicius, released in 2019) and co-author of the script of Isaac
(director Jurgis Matulevicius, released in 2019).

Director statement: In the center of the documentary film Life After Death, four Lithuanian 
actors Juozas Budraitis, Rasa Samuolytė, Dainius Gavenonis, Lukas Malinauskas, who played
their own death in feature films or performed the roles in films of losing their own beloved ones. 
What does it mean to play death? Does a death once played in cinema change the relationship
to one's future’ "real" death? Or perhaps an already played death develops irony and the ability
to make fun of? The idea for Life After Death was born a few years ago. In 2013 I wrote the book
Apocalypse in Cinema: Philosophical Assumptions, the fifth chapter of which, Cinema as
Learning to Die, was devoted to the images of death in the films of I. Bergman, A. Tarkovsky, 
Lars von Trier and other filmmakers. Then I came to the idea to watch with the film camera on
the filming grounds those actors who play dying or mourning characters.

Representative:
Nerijus Milerius, director

Stasys Baltakis, producer

Contacts:
Stasys Baltakis

Film Jam, Lithuania, info@filmjam.eu, +370507462

Logline: After playing death in film, your own death remains an impossible 
mystery.

LIFE AFTER DEATH 
Genre: Documentary
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Country: Lithuania
Director: Simona Žemaitytė
Producer: Akvilė Žilionytė, ARTIŠOKAI
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 142.000 EUR
Financing in place: 32.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: 2022 June
Looking for: Co-producers, Distributors, Festival, Sales

Synopsis: Between reality and fiction, LOVEBINGE follows the emotional journey - workshops
where 5 main characters experiencing sex and/or love addiction together with a composer and
a choreographer explore the cycle of addiction. In order to understand how to love another
without losing ourselves and how to break the circle of addiction. The film offers new ways to 
think about love, attachment, and intimacy. Like in a fairytale structure or Dante’s Inferno, they
will meet various ‘helpers’ - shaman, aerial silk artist, stripper, etc.

Director profile: Simona Žemaitytė is an artist and film director, living and working between
London, Vilnius, and Naples. Simona’s own work was previously awarded at the 15th Tallinn
Print Triennial and nominated for an award at the Sheffield Documentary Film Festival. 
Previous exhibitions and shows include Kasa Gallery, Galata Perform (Istanbul), 
BAFTA, RichMix (London), Contemporary Art Center (Vilnius), and others. At the moment she is
doing a practice-based Ph.D. at Vilnius Academy of Arts and teaches Screen Documentary in
London.

Director statement: The film form - musical documentary - was born out of a long exploration of
the subject and work with people experiencing addictions. The film’s characters share the most
sensitive experiences and the form acts as a safe space for exploring complex, intimate
experiences. Non-verbal communication and body language are at the core of expression in this
film. Today’s psychology, especially in trauma healing, is paying more and more attention to 
things like muscle memory, physical sensations. I explore possibilities to tell stories beyond
words, prioritizing image and sound.

Representative:
Akvilė Žilionytė, producer

Contacts:
Akvilė Žilionytė, ARTIŠOKAI,

akvilezilionyte@gmail.com

Logline: In the film, people experiencing love and sex addiction create a musical 
based on their own experiences of love: avoidance of intimacy, commitment 
phobia, attachment disorders, etc.

LOVEBINGE
Genre: Documentary
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Countries: Ukraine, Denmark, Netherlands
Director: Olha Zhurba
Producer: Darya Bassel, Viktoria Khomenko, Moon Man / Ukraine, 
Anne Köhncke, Monica Hellström, Final Cut for Real / Denmark, Willem Baptist, 
Nienke Korthof, Tangerine Tree / The Netherlands
Runtime: 79’
Budget: 249.746 EUR
Financing in place: 236.315
Foreseen release date: late 2021/early 2022
Looking for: Festivals, Broadcasters
Sales: Deckert Distribution

Synopsis: Roma, a 13-year-old street kid, neglected by his family and the state, becomes a poster boy of 
the Ukrainian Revolution. From the streets of Kyiv to the orphanage, his story unfolds until his 18th 
birthday when he’s released into the adult world with nothing but a knife and a lighter. Having to build a life 
out of nothing, it seems that his future has already been decided for him. His world is made up of petty 
crimes and alcohol abuse. There is no one for him except of his older brother, Kolia, who has just been 
released from prison. Roma, now a young man, through a series of phone conversations with the 
director Olya reflects on one main question: what is freedom?

Director profile: Olha graduated from the Kyiv National I. Karpenko-Kary Theatre, Cinema and Television 
University with a major in feature documentary directing. After graduating from the university in 2010, she 
took up the position of a creator and editor of movie trailers at promotion departments of major Ukrainian 
TV channels. In 2013, she moved into the field of commercial production. In this period, she successfully 
shot a number of creative commercials, and one of them won awards at major international marketing 
festivals (PromaxBDA and the EYES & EARS Awards). After 2014 Olha started her first film, a long-term 
documentary project Roma. She also started to work as an editor and editing consultant. Such films as 
Home Games by Alisa Kovalenko and This Rain Will Never Stop by Alina Gorlova, where Olha was the 
editor, earned international recognition and a number of awards at prestigious festivals. In 2017, Olha was 
gaining additional experience in writing film scripts; the first one, a short fiction script Dad’s Sneakers 
(2021), was supported by the Ukrainian State Film Agency and is now looking for its world premiere. Her 
full-length fiction script You Don't Know Me is at the development stage, supported by the Ukrainian 
Cultural Foundation

Director statement: For me, Roma is a composite image of children who grow up in horrible life 
circumstances since they’re very little. They are abandoned by their parents, by fate, but the worst thing 
that happens to them is society’s indifference. We notice these kids when they harm us, and then we put 
them behind bars. But what if we noticed them earlier? Throughout the shooting period, I lost Roma many 
times; sometimes it felt like I would never finish this film. Roma disappeared, sometimes he told me to go 
away, and sometimes I could not stand it anymore. But my interest in the topic grew even more over the 
years. In 2018, I graduated from mentor courses and, as a volunteer, visited institutions for children of 
parents deprived of parental rights, where I talked to teenagers and taught classes on social adaptation 
topics. This experience helped me to gain a deep understanding of the psychology of difficult teenagers 
and, in the end, to convey Roma’s story better.

Representative:
Darya Bassel, producer

Viktoria Khomenko, producer
Olha Zhurba , director

Contacts:
Darya Bassel, Moon Man, 

Ukraine, daryabassel@gmail.com

Logline: All he needs is a family. All he has is a knife and a lighter.

ROMA
Genre: Documentary
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Countries: Romania, Belgium
Director: Adina Sădeanu
Producers: Ana Maria Pîrvan, Adina Sădeanu, Axis Media Production
Co-producers: Iva Tkalec and Val Grégoire, Squarefish Belgium, Hanka
Kastelicova, HBO, Europe
Runtime: 90’
Budget: 240.000 EUR
Financing in place: 140.000 EUR
Foreseen release date: April 2022
Looking for: Co-Producers, Financing, Sales

Synopsis: This film tells the story of Alexa, a young woman, whose life was torn apart by years of 
online attacks driven by her ex-fiancé, a Belgian citizen she met at a video chat studio in 
Bucharest. The pain and the shame following these attacks crashed her family’s life, 
culminating with death threats. Despite the evidence she gathered against the aggressor, the 
Romanian Police did nothing to pursue an investigation. Conceived as an observational 
documentary that makes use of investigation tools, The right to be forgotten dives into our 
wicked relation with the technology, relation that might be just hiding something more 
frightening.

Director profile: Screenwriter and film producer, Adina won the Special Jury Prize at the 
Independent Film Producers Festival (2016) with the short film “” 4:15 P.M. The end of the 
world". The film was selected in the official competition of the Cannes Film Festival and in over 
35 international festivals. Adina produced the drama-thriller “Thou Should Not Kill" released in 
2019, film awarded at IndieLisboa / Portugal and selected in several national (TIFF) and 
international festivals (Warsaw Film Festival, Chicago European Film Festival and others). 
Adina joined the film industry after 10 years of experience as a journalist in Romania, USA and 
the United Kingdom. TV Miniseries The Untouchable created by Adina Sadeanu with the 
German-American writer Kirsten Peters won the second edition of the Romanian screenwriting 
competition organized by Cristian Mungiu’s NGO Cinemascope together with HBO Europe. The 
Miniseries is currently in development with HBO Europe.

Director statement: When I began researching for this film, little did I know the kind of journey I 
will embark on. I started a few years ago, mystified by the dark side of technology. The more I 
learned about the hidden powers behind or inside computers, cell phones, surveilling cameras 
or drones the more I felt I have to show the influence these “tech supremacies'' have on our 
lives. After travelling around the world talking with experts and hackers, I met Alexa. And her 
story seemed to contain the entire drama of our relation with technology. But while I was 
focusing on her story and her family story, I was day by day blown apart by the way a single 
decision in our life can cause a domino effect so hard to stop. And then, I started looking into 
that direction.

Representative:
Ana Maria Pirvan, producer

Contacts:
Ana Maria Pirvan, Axis Media Production, 

anamaria@anchorfilms.ro

Logline: The story of Alexa reveals the multiple facets of our relationship with 
technology and how helpless we are when it comes against us. How did we end up 
being so vulnerable when we think we hold the power?

THE RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN
Genre: Documentary
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Countries: Belgium, Croatia, Lithuania, Slovenia, Norway
Director: Tiha K. Gudac
Producers: Frederik Nicolai, Off World, Belgium Lukas Trimonis, Inscript, Lithuania, 
Ljubo Zdjelarević, Kinoteka, Croatia, Karl Emil Rikardsen, Relation04 Media, Norway
Runtime: 75
Budget: 252.905 EUR
Financing in place: 11.370 EUR
Foreseen release date: May 2021
Looking for: Festival, Distributors
Sales: 3Box Media, Germany
Festival release confirmed: Dok Fest Munchen, Crossing Borders Linz

Synopsis: By constructing an iron fence, right through the beautiful KUPA-region, Slovenia has 
made Croatia somewhat an unwilling buffer for the influx of the refugees coming from Bosnia, 
trying to reach Europe. Because of the fence, the usual way of life has collapsed and a new 
dynamic was generated. The region has become an arena of different faces of human nature 
brought forward by a time of crisis, in which the local population needs to find a way to deal 
with this new situation in order to survive.

Director profile: Is a filmmaker based in Croatia, where she’s working as a director, scriptwriter 
and a producer. She has an MA as a Master of Film Arts and an MA in Business Marketing. As a 
director and scriptwriter and researcher she is working primarily on documentary projects. As a 
producer she has independently produced and worked on: fiction, documentary, and animated 
films and commercial and TV formats, some of which were awarded, or box office success. She 
debuted as a director with her film “Naked Island” (2014), which has received numerous 
international festival awards, and has had international theatrical, TV and educational 
distribution. In recent years she has directed, written and co-produced three TV documentary 
series programs for Croatian national TV Broadcaster HRT.

Director statement: Making this film about the Kupa river canyon has taken me to a border 
region where I have witnessed a gradual transformation of a community, over a period of four 
years. The region has been cut in half by a razor wire - which nobody wanted yet everyone has 
to live with. Here free Europe is making its conscious clear by bureaucratically dealing with a 
challenge too big to be solved by simple decisions on offer. A community that has only recently 
lived together is now becoming two communities defined as “us and them”. I see this film story 
as a significant one, as the changes happening in Europe on a big scale are happening here, on 
a small and very indicative level.

Representative:
Frederik Nicolai, producer, Off World

Tiha Gudac, director

Contacts:
Frederik Nicolai (Off World) frederik@offworld.be

Tiha Gudac, tihagudac@gmail.com

Logline: Divided by a rising fence on the border of free Europe, a small 
community needs to find a way to deal with changes in order to survive.

THE WIRE
Genre: Documentary
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Countries: Estonia, Japan
Director: Max Golomidov
Producers: Volia Chajkouskaya, Ivo Felt, Allfilm
Runtime: 72’
Budget: 150.235 EUR
Financing in place: 94.035 EUR
Foreseen release date: Early 2022
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals

Synopsis: The film is set in the Yoyogi park in Japan, which was once an airplane ground from where the 
first Japanese pilot took off. The gaze in this film is more significant and more important than the object of 
observation. More precisely, optics, both literally and figuratively, changes the object, turns it inside out. It 
is impossible to describe this film as "a film about one of the oldest parks in the heart of Tokyo", or as "a film 
about the park where the first flight took place," or simply "a film about a park." We don't really know 
anything about this park. This film does not inform us about the park’s history or teach us anything. Rather, 
it gives the opportunity to dwell for some time in a meditative, focused, detached and at the same time 
adoring observation of how the human body and spirit can manifest in front of an attentive gaze. And the 
park is a space that allows the exposure of a human being, a platform from which a human being can soar 
over his/her everyday existence.

Director profile: Born in 1984 in Estonia, Tallinn. Now based in Japan, Tokyo. EDUCATION: 1992 – 2004: 
Completed 12-form-education. Awarded a Diploma 2004 – 2008: Baltic Film & Media School 
[cinematography] Color Grading workshop with Kevin Shaw from The International Colorist Academy 
FILMOGRAPHY: Yoyogi Haiku, 2022, director Hippodrome (2020, dir. Vladimir Loginov, DP, COLORIST) 
Close Relations (2017, dir. Vitali Manski, COLORIST) Anthill (2015, dir. Max Golomidov & Vladimir Loginov) 
Rubiks Road (dir. Laila Pakalnina, COLORIST, SI-2K)

Director statement: I grew up in Estonia and 6 years ago moved to Tokyo, as I was invited to work in one of 
Japanese color grading companies as a colorist. Still having a profound background as a cinematographer, 
I could not stop filming even after relocation. Already in Japan, I took part as DP in filming several local 
documentaries and fiction films. The latest one is selected for top-10 best Japanese films 2018 - Bad 
Poetry Tokyo (dir. Anshul Chauhan), in one list with Shoplifters (dir. Hirokazu Koreeda). So, I am happy to 
be included in Japanese film industry, and still remain connected with European filmmakers. After all, the 
unique culture of Japan simply could not fail to inspire me to create my own film. Along with my attempts to 
integrate into new unknown culture, and find my own space and home in a new place. I have been looking 
at this park for 4 years now. I often visit there. Watching visitors, observing the park’s mood. Sometimes I 
take a camera with me and film something. The main task of a documentary, in my opinion, is the 
penetration and fixation of some private lives, events or phenomena. Japan is a unique country, in this 
sense. If in European culture all ‘personal’ events or processes are usually hidden behind the doors of 
houses or apartments, in Japan, due to a certain cultural paradox, many private, intimate actions are taken 
out into a public space. Parks – are the most common example of such space. One of the most famous 
parks in Tokyo is Yoyogi, located in the heart of the city center.

Representative:
Volia Chajkouskaya, producer

Max Golomidov, director

Contacts:
Volia Chajkouskaya, Allfilm, Estonia, volia@allfilm.ee

Logline: Yoyogi is a place of freedom and going beyond everything human. Like the first flight to 
the sky. This film combines two strange and seemingly overlapping peculiarities. On the one 
hand, there is a distant, almost scientific in its dryness, observation of ordinary scenes of 
people's life in the park, on the other hand, a feeling of some kind of magic and the impossibility 
of what is happening.

YOYOGI
Genre: Documentary
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Industry screening



Country: Lithuania
Director: Ramunė Rakauskaitė
Producers: Arūnas Matelis, Ramunė Rakauskaitė, studio Nominum
Runtime of screening: 62’
Foreseen release date: 2021 July
Looking for: Festivals, Sales, Distributors

Logline: From bohemian life in New York with their master Jonas Mekas, back to 
rural Lithuania. The wonders of two artists.

Synopsis: Two artists, whose work was constrained during the Soviet era, flee to 
New York. There, they meet with their guru Jonas Mekas, the creator of avant-
garde filmmaking. He leads the way to the bohemian circle and helps them
discover creative freedom. Twenty years later, the heroes of the film return to 
their homeland in Eastern Europe. The clamor of metropolis is replaced by the
soothing sounds of nature, slow rhythm and the depth of life. The spirit of the
Master and New York, however, continues to haunt the artists.

Representative:
Ramunė Rakauskaitė, director, producer

Arūnas Matelis, producer

Contacts: 
Ramunė Rakauskaitė, director, producer, 

ramunefilms@gmail.com
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Industry screening

BACK FROM NEW YORK
Genre: Documentary



Country: Lithuania
Director: Algimantas Puipa
Producer: Uljana Kim, Studio Uljana Kim
Runtime of screening: 109’
Foreseen release date: 2022
Looking for: Festival, Sales, Distributors.

Logline: With gentle irony – Cinephilia - unmasks the illusion of film. Characters 
migrate through the worlds of reality and fantasy, in circumstances that 
paradoxically have no questions or answers.

Synopsis: Rolandas, an actor, is renting a room. He is visited by a young man 
who offers him €5,000 for a favour – filming the process of his suicide. Actress
Izabelė drifts between reality and fiction. The film’s characters end up in
situations reminiscent of Kafka’s The Trial or Polanski’s The Tenant. They all
gradually turn out to be just a cinematic illusion. Rolandas and Izabelė are just
actors observed by two moons of Lars von Trier. Their fate is controlled by the
director.

Representative:
Algimantas Puipa, director

Contacts: 
Kristijonas Puipa, Studio Uljana Kim, 

kristijonas.puipa@gmail.com
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CINEPHILIA
Genre: Fiction



Countries: Latvia, Lithuania, Czech Republic
Director: Ivo Briedis
Producers: Gints Grūbe, Elīna Gedina-Ducena,Mistrus Media, Jurga 
Gluskinienė, Monoklis, Jitka Kotrlova, Frame Films
Runtime of screening: 70’
Foreseen release date: May 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals
Festival release confirmed

Logline: A psychological portrait of a totalitarian mind through the eyes of the
last Soviet and first post-Soviet generation.

Synopsis: Almost 30 years after the collapse of the Soviet Union the regalia and
strong man rhetoric of the totalitarian era are making a comeback. Could the rise
be aided by the remnants of totalitarian servility in our own heads? The director
of the film Ivo Briedis and journalist Rita Ruduša, both born in the USSR, are 
going on a journey to explore the phenomenon of HOMO SOVIETICUS and to 
discover whether a human being of the totalitarian mindset has specific
geographical boundaries.

Representative:
Ivo Briedis, director

Elīna Gedina-Ducena, producer

Contacts:
Elīna Gedina-Ducena, producer, elina.gedina@mistrusmedia.lv
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HOMO SOVIETICUS
Genre: Documentary



Country: Lithuania
Director: Andrius Lekavičius
Producer: Andrius Lekavičius, Cinema Cartel
Runtime of screening: 94’
Foreseen release date: 2021
Looking for: Festivals

Logline: A journey into the heart and soul of Vytautas Kernagis, a locally 
renowned singer and artist, a complex man who spent much of his life in the 
public eye but revealing his true self only to family and closest friends with a 
video camera in hand.

Synopsis: Everyone in Lithuania knows Vytautas Kernagis - heard him singing, 
saw on the stage, or hosting TV shows. The public constantly saw Kernagis and 
thought they know and understand him. But Kernagis was convinced that the 
artist must always remain somewhat mysterious. However, still living in the 
Soviet Union he was among the first ones to buy a personal video camera in the 
mid-1980s and has documented his life on a VHS camera for more than ten 
years.

Representative:
Andrius Lekavičius, director, producer

Contacts:
Andrius Lekavičius, director, producer, andrius@cinemacartel.eu
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KERNAGIS
Genre: Documentary



Countries: Georgia, Lithuania
Director: Zaza Khalvashi
Producers: Sulkhan Tsintsadze, Bafis, Ieva Norvilienė, Tremora
Runtime of screening: 81’
Foreseen release date: Autumn 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals

Logline: Everybody looks for love, but there is so little of it.

Synopsis: In one of the typical courtyards of a seaside town, neighbours live in
adjacent apartments and their stories, feelings and dramas weave in and out
from one another, as does the architecture where they live.

Representatives:
Tamta Khalvashi, co-director
Tekla Machavariani, producer

Ieva Norvilienė, co-producer

Contacts:
Tekla Machavariani, Bafis, tekla@nushifilm.com
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LOTTO
Genre: Fiction



Countries: India, Lithuania, South Korea
Director: Siddhant Sarin
Producers: Siddhant Sarin, Teh Films, Arūnas Matelis, Studio Nominum, Sarah 
Kang Seesaw Pictures
Runtime of screening: 73’
Foreseen release date: Autumn 2021
Looking for: Festivals, Sales, Distributors

Logline: A momentary act of revenge – an acid attack – completely altered the 
lives of two young Indian women, Ritu and Faraha. While carrying scars of 
human brutality on their face, they now have to navigate through a sea of odd 
currents daily.

Synopsis: After surviving an acid attack, strangely enough, Ritu’s scars also 
brought her fame. She occasionally finds herself talking on television, modelling 
at fashion events, or featuring in a Bollywood film... still, she often feels lonely. 
She wants to be loved and embraces an ambiguous relationship with a fellow 
female acid attack survivor. On the other hand, Faraha has come to terms with 
her post-attack singlehood and her new lease of life. As she begins to enjoy the 
freedom and independence, a desire to become a mother slowly brews inside 
her. By intertwining the shadows and lights, and hope and hopelessness in Ritu
and Faraha’s lives, Ayena becomes a mirror where we can also see our own 
reflections.

Representative:
Siddhant Sarin, director, producer

Contacts:
Siddhant Sarin, Teh Films, siddhant.sarin@gmail.com
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MIRROR
Genre: Documentary



Countries: Lithuania, Greece
Director: Mantas Kvedaravičius
Producers: Extimacy Films, Studio Uljana Kim, Faliro House
Runtime of screening: 89’
Foreseen release date: 2021
Looking for: Festivals, Sales, Distributors

Logline: A lone prophet from Sudan imagines his journey through the landscape 
that once was glorious Greece.

Synopsis: A lone prophet from Sudan imagines his journey through the 
landscape that once was glorious Greece. The trip is haunted by seventeen 
dogs, an abandoned textile factory, and unrequited love. His time is marked by 
the incredible, his vision is chased by the world to be.

Representative:
Mantas Kvedaravičius, director, producer

Contacts:
Mantas Kvedaravičius, Extimacy films, mk@extimacyfilms.lt
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PROLOGOS
Genre: Documentary



Country: Latvia
Director: Matīss Kaža
Producers: Una Celma, Fenixfilm, Matīss Kaža, Deep Sea Studios, 
Dace Siatkovska, Fenixfilm
Runtime of screening: 94’
Foreseen release date: 2021
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Festivals

Logline: A runaway bride, a young peasant, mysterious illusionists and a manic 
investigator become intwined in a murderous affair at a Baltic German Baron’s 
manor.

Synopsis: In the first Baltic western, sixteen-year-old Eva disappears from the 
Baron’s manor shortly before her arranged wedding. The baron’s henchmen, local 
law enforcement and other involved parties set out to find the girl who has 
chosen to set her own destiny in a time of great social imbalance.

Representative:
Matīss Kaža, director, producer

Contacts:
Matīss Kaža, Deep Sea Studios, Latvia, matiss@deepseastudios.lv
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WILD EAST
Genre: Fiction



Talent Nest



ELEN HAKOBYAN 
Filmmaker

Country: Armenia

With a BA in Literature, Elen started pursuing her career in film by volunteering 
and getting involved in different projects. For more than 3 years, she has been 
engaged in studio projects in the roles of a project manager, scriptwriter and 
assistant producer, meanwhile producing some of her own short film projects.

Contacts: elenhakobyan94@gmail.com
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SERGO USTYAN 
Director, producer

Company: Ararum Films, 
Country: Armenia

Sergo Ustyan is an Armenian film director, producer currently based in London, 
UK. In 2015 graduated from the Directing Department of the Russian State 
Institute of Cinematography (VGIK), Sergey Solovev's workshop.

Contacts: kinoararum@gmail.com

Talent Nest
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Company: Vimedia Baku
Country: Azerbaijan

I have graduated from the Azerbaijan State University of Culture and Art, in the 
filmmaking department. I have made several short documentaries and feature 
films during my studies. I currently continue my master education in the 
faculty of philosophy and literature at Sapienza University of Rome in Italy. 
Through my short life I have had the possibility to construct parallel projects 
based on cinematography and participate in some local and foreign film 
festivals, film workshops including DOKU BAKU INTERNATIONAL 
DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL / DOCUMENTARY WORKSHOP with Director 
Lisa Leeman / SAPIENZA SHORT FILM FESTIVAL in Rome and others.

Contacts: smrhsynv@gmail.com

SAMIR HUSEYNOV
Director, screenwriter, editor

Talent Nest
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Country: Belarus

I am a young director and screenwriter from Belarus. In my work I explore the 
themes of human rights, women's perception and interaction with the world, 
their civic activism and influence on the formation and development of civil 
society in Belarus, as well as the topic of human interaction with artificial 
intelligence and humanity in general.

Contacts: kotkanasoncy@gmail.com

YANINA RASHCHYNSKAYA
Director, screenwriter

Talent Nest
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Company: Smarty Pants Shooter Ltd.
Country: Bulgaria

Ralitsa Golemanova earned a BA in Journalism and Mass Communications 
and in European Studies at the American University in Bulgaria and an MA in 
Media and Communications at Erasmus University Rotterdam. She explored 
the political side of communications in Brussels working at European Union-
related organizations. She worked in marketing, before delving into a true 
passion - documentary filmmaking. Building on her multidisciplinary 
experience, Ralitsa created the independent production house Smarty Pants 
Shooter in 2015 together with director and cinematographer Nikolay Stefanov. 
She is producing documentaries with social relevance, which have been 
selected at East Silver Market and Thessaloniki Doc Market, among others. Her 
current project No Place for You in Our Town (in post-production) has been 
developed and pitched at various international forums and is now a part of the 
Docu Rough Cut Boutique program.

Contacts: ralitsa@smartypantsshooter.com

RALITSA GOLEMANOVA
Producer, screenwriter

Talent Nest
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Country: Estonia

I’m a filmmaker from Serbia based in Tallinn, Estonia. I studied screenwriting in 
Belgrade and earned a Master’s degree in Film at Kino Eyes – European Movie 
Master divided between the University of Lusófona, Edinburgh Napier 
University and the Baltic Film and Media School. During my studies I wrote a 
short film called Jahiloom/Wild Game which screened at more than 30 film 
festivals, including Palm Springs International ShortFest. In 2020, I wrote and 
directed two live-action short films that screened at PÖFF Shorts –
Divljač/Feral, which was produced in Serbia and Teene/A Favour, which was 
shot in Estonia. I also co-wrote two feature films: a comedy Diamond of Bojana, 
directed by Milan Karadzic (Serbia) and Upurga, a mythological thriller 
directed by Ugis Olte (Latvia). I participated in filmmaking workshops 
including Talents Sarajevo, EASTWEEK - Script Writing Workshop for New 
Talents, Italy, GoEast Talentlab, Germany and POWR Baltic Pitch, Estonia.

Contacts: pedraparamo@gmail.com

BOJANA BABIĆ
Screenwriter, director

Talent Nest
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Company: Studio CHVEN
Country: Georgia

Being interested in cinematography since childhood I decided to commit my 
career to film directing. After finishing Anastasia Virsaladze Art Gymnasium, 
Film and Theatre Directing Faculty I graduated from Georgian University, Film 
and TV Directing faculty. Starting my career in television I have over 15 years 
of experience editing digital video stories, news and multimedia content. 
Currently, I work in the South Caucasus media organization Go Group 
Media/Jam-News as an editor and camerawomen. I also edit film trailers for 
the International film festival CinéDOC -Tbilisi. In 2019 I launched my film 
company “Studio CHVEN”. I have participated, with my first feature 
documentary " I Have No Wings", in CinéDOC-Summer School 2018. The world 
premiere of the film was presented in London at the international festival Lift-
Off Global Network, First-Time Filmmaker Sessions December 2020. „I Have No 
Wings“ was nominated as the finalist of the festival. “Identity in Process” – my 
second documentary film project, won the Development Award at the Civil 
Pitch 2019, during the international film festival CinéDOC-Tbilisi. At the 
moment the film is in the production stage and also I am working on my first 
script for a feature fiction film.

Contacts: ninomemanishvili19@gmail.com

NINO MEMANISHVILI
Director, video editor

Talent Nest
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Country: Kazakhstan

I'm relatively new to the cinema world and still feel like an imposter sometimes. 
Before going into cinema, I was studying economics and finance. It just 
happened that I picked up some film production courses while doing my 
bachelor's degree. Then I did my master's in Quantitative Finance at Sorbonne 
Paris 1. During my internship in Frankfurt at a bank, I got a scholarship through 
Erasmus Mundus to study Cinematography, which I took. It was a 
nice opportunity and I seized it.

Contacts: a.mussabekov.kz@gmail.com

AIDAR MUSSABEKOV
Cinematographer

Talent Nest
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Company: Studio Locomotive
Country: Latvia

Dominiks Jarmakovičs holds a degree in Audiovisual arts and is finishing
Masters in Finance. Having different managerial experience in projects across
the creative industry – festivals, music concerts, contemporary art events, 
dance performances, for the past 5 years he has focused on the
compelling nature of audiovisual arts. Even though the first self-produced
feature “Despair” (dir. Kārlis Lesiņš, 2020) was released just recently, Dominiks 
work is associated with many projects, such as “Invisible” (dir. Ignas Jonynas, 
2019), “Christmas in the Jungle'' (dir. Jaak Kilmi, 2020), “The Year Before
the War'' (dir. Dāvis Sīmanis, 2021) and others, where he joined as Associate
Producer, Co-Producer, Production Manager, Line Producer or Production
Coordinator. Now being a part of comprehensive Studio Locomotive, Dominiks 
is currently working on a number of new projects at different stages and is
open to broaden horizons, acquire new connections and meet partners to 
develop and co-produce new projects.

Contacts: dominiks@locomotive.lv

DOMINIKS JARMAKOVIČS
Producer

Talent Nest
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Country: Latvia

Gleb Nagorny (Gļebs Nagornijs in Latvian) was born in Riga, Latvia. After
secondary education, he decided to follow his dreams and study filmmaking. 
Gleb completed a BA Film Studies degree at the University of Surrey and an
MA Film (Cinematography) degree at Edinburgh Napier University (Screen
Academy Scotland). After graduation, he has worked as a DOP/camera
operator on various projects. Currently, he wants to focus on writing and
directing. He already has experience as a writer/director on several student 
short films, music videos, documentaries and promo videos. To further improve
his skills, Gleb is studying an MA Screenwriting course at Tampere University
of Applied Sciences, where he is developing his first feature film screenplay. 
Aside from filmmaking, Gleb also loves to write for video games and VR 
projects. In his opinion, new media has the potential to explore innovative ways
of creative storytelling.

Contacts: glebnagorny@gmail.com

GLEB NAGORNY
Screenwriter

Talent Nest
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Country: Lithuania

I'm a 24 year old independent filmmaker with a degree in Creative Writing and 
Film Studies (University of Hull. UK). As an artist, I am most interested in 
collective and personal memory. A lot of my artistic expression comes from the 
want to preserve stories of those who feel like there is no longer anyone who 
would be interested to hear them. I find a lot of beauty and inspiration in 
Lithuanian village culture. I have co-directed and written 2 short films -
"Detox" (fiction) and "Tales They Used to Tell" (an animated documentary 
about people who grew up in villages that no longer exist). The latter short film 
was shown at the LT Kino Goes Berlin festival, as well as got a Special Jury 
Award at Upfront! Young European Video Awards. Going forward with my work, 
I would like to explore documentaries more.

Contacts: gaugustinavi@gmail.com

GABIJA AUGUSTINAVIČIŪTĖ
Filmmaker

Talent Nest
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Company: Studio Glowing Creature
Country: Lithuania

Gailė Garnelytė was born in Vilnius, Lithuania. During 2006-2010 she studied
literature at Vilnius University, and in 2009-2013 she studied screenwriting at 
the Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre where she got her bachelor
degree. Since 2009 she has actively worked as screenwriter and script
consultant for fiction and documentary films. In 2013 documentary film „Final
Destination“ (dir. R. Marcinkus) where she was a script supervisor received an
IDFA award as the best student film. Gailė Garnelytė is currently directing her
first short documentary „The Robot and The Butterfly'' which was funded by
Lithuanian Film Centre in 2020 and is currently in a post-production stage. 
Filmography The Robot and The Butterfly/ Robotas ir peteliškė (2021, short
documentary).

Contacts: gaile.garnelyte@gmail.com

GAILĖ GARNELYTĖ
Director, screenwriter
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Country: Lithuania

I am a young and aspiring filmmaker from Kaunas, Lithuania. I am currently 
studying Film Production course at the University for the Creative Arts in the 
United Kingdom. I have collaborated with a wide scale project Kaunas 2022 -
European Capital of Culture while creating a series of short documentary films 
on Kaunas modernist architectural heritage and contributed as a volunteer at 
Vilnius Film Festival ‘Kino pavasaris’ in 2018.

Contacts: nojus.set@gmail.com

NOJUS SETKAUSKAS
Film production student
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Company: PopUp
Country:  Macedonia

Filip Mishov is an experienced sports journalist and established film critic from 
Macedonia, who is excelling in storytelling and creative writing. Watching 
sports and movies from a very young age embodied the core part of his hobbies 
and interests. He started journalism studies with a lot of enthusiasm about 
writing articles and expressing his opinion based on in-depth analysis. His 
creative side, critical thinking and writing skills found a perfect combination of 
both passions in being a sports writer and film critic. In 2018, he participated 
and successfully finished a workshop for movie and theatre critique in Skopje. 
Since then, he has been an official representative and film critic at almost 
every film festival in his country and is an author of over 50 movie reviews 
published in printed magazines, daily newspapers and online media. He 
strongly believes that the film critique is the essential part of filmmakers 
making better movies and the connection between both is the key to mutual 
development.

Contacts: filmishov@gmail.com

FILIP MISHOV
Film critic
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Country: Moldova

Mihail Nichiforeac is a 22 years old aspiring filmmaker from Moldova. He has 
recently graduated from Budapest Metropolitan University in Hungary, 
studying Film and Media. He has completed several short films and 
documentaries who have been selected and won awards across the globe.

Contacts: papamikeu@gmail.com

MIHAIL NICHIFOREAC
Director
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Country: Poland

I studied Media at University of the Arts London (LCC), MFA Film at Newport 
Film School and as an exchange student at FAMU International in Prague. I 
was lucky to share my films; 'Frau Im Mond' and 'Polish Women on Strike' with 
viewers at international film festivals. In 2017 my adventure with VR started. I 
directed a narrative part of an interactive VR game. My first feature script 'How 
did we miss this incredible tale of Andrea Barnes?' was developed during the 
first edition of Atelier Scenariuszowe - Script Lab in Poland. The script of my 
second feature film 'Holy Cows' was in the final of Script Up - Out of the Box 
script competition. I believe my role, as a female filmmaker, is to be inclusive 
and pay attention. Currently I work as a scriptwriter.

Contacts: kasiaprus@hotmail.com

KASIA PRUS
Writer, director
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Company: TomaSelivanova
Country: Russia

Toma Selivanova was born in Moscow, Russia in 1987. Before crossing into 
filmmaking she was studying social psychology at Moscow State University. 
For filmmaking education she has chosen Moscow School of New Cinema. Her 
short movie The Cow was selected at International Rotterdam film festival 
(world premiere, 2019) and Kinotavr (national premiere, 2019). Last movie “Say 
Bye” was made in Russia in 2020. She has worked as a film producer, director, 
screenwriter and editor. Her debut future project "Dolomite and ash" was 
selected by Hubert Bals Fund.

Contacts: seetoma@gmail.com

TOMA SELIVANOVA
Director
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Company: Serencam Film
Country: Turkey

Abdullah Harun ILHAN was born in Turkey in December, 1994,has been into 
visual arts since he was a child. He has been working as a photographer, 
graphic designer, 3d modeler, sound designer and filmmaker. Held His first 
official photo exhibition in 2012 when he was 17. Studied Film in Turkey 
(Bahcesehir University, Istanbul Media Academy), in USA (New York 
FilmAcademy, BAY Atlantic University DC), UK (University of Kent), South 
Korea(Kyungsung University) and Qatar (Qatar University). He made more 
than 50 short films throughout his life in more than forty countries. His films 
have been awarded and screened in various film festivals around the world. He 
intends to visit every country in the world. He is interested in etymology and he 
speaks Turkish, English and Arabic. Currently, he holds a Master’s degree in 
Cinema and Philosophy fields in the theme of "Time and Synchronicity".

Contacts: aharunilhan@gmail.com

ABDULLAH HARUN ILHAN
Director, writer, producer
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Company: freelance
Country: Ukraine

After 9 years in the production company dealing mostly with advertising, a 
year ago I started my path in the feature film Pamfir as an executive producer. 
It was a year full of new beginnings, challenges and amazing experiences. Now 
when the shooting has been finished I'm looking forward to new connections 
and new possibilities in the world of cinema.

Contacts: karina.kostyna@gmail.com

KARINA KOSTYNA
Producer
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Company: Real Pictures
Country: Ukraine

Regina Maryanovska-Davidzon was born in Odessa. She is a producer, cultural 
project manager, as well as being co-founder and editor of The Odessa Review. 
She holds a BA in Maritime Transport Administration from the Odessa National 
Maritime University, and an MA in documentary filmmaking from Sorbonne 
University 8 (2010). Recently she was associate producer of the Ukrainian 
animated feature film “Victor Robot” (directed by Anatoly Lavrenishyn). In 
2019 she founded her production company "Real Pictures" with Oleksiy 
Gladushevskyy.

Contacts: regina@realpictures.com.ua

REGINA MARYANOVSKA-DAVIDZON
Producer
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